Power grid monitoring
solution
Product Brief

Significance
of IoT in
power grid

Since 1881, the overall power grid system has been built up over more
than 13 decades, meeting the ever increasing demand for energy. It is
now been considered to be one of the vital components of infrastructure
on which the modern society depends. It is essential to provide
uninterrupted power without outages or losses. It is quiet hard to digest
the fact that power generated is not equal to the power consumed at the
end point due to various losses. It is even harder to imagine the after
effects without power for a minute. Power outages occur as result of

Drastically reduce OPEX by
~(30-40%)

short circuits. This is a costly event as it influences the industrial
production, commercial activities and consumer lifestyle.

Get a vivid picture on every
volt being used

Government & independent power providers are continuously exploring

Cut cost associated with
maintenance and manpower

power consumption, increase the efficiency of grid operations and

Improve the day-to-day grid
effectiveness & capacity
planning

should provide a real-time visibility to customers on every penny paid for

Detailed reporting &
intelligence

also being cost effective, secure, and interoperable. In addition, the

solutions to ensure good power quality, maximize grid uptime, reduce
eradicate outages, power loss & theft. Most importantly, the solution
their energy. There is an increasing need of a centralized management
solution for more reliable, scalable, and manageable operations while
solution should enable power providers and utilities to perform effective
demand forecasting and energy planning to address the growing need
for uninterrupted quality power.

Addressing the grid complications
Monitoring difficulties due to huge

No proper metering facilities resulting in

landscape

poor visibility of power parameters

Operational inconsistency and

Integration difficulties with renewable

power quality issues

power sources & billing systems

Reactive maintenance and high

Poor alerting systems & increased

manpower cost

downtime

Frequent grid failures in distribution

Power outages, theft and loss

networks

Efficient smart
grid solution for
Sustainable
World

WebNMS offers an out-of-box solution to resolve the customer
challenges in managing a massive power grid infrastructure. WebNMS
Power Grid Monitoring solution is an intelligent solution to monitor the
complex electrical grids in real time from the point of generation to
consumption. It helps in monitoring power generated, distributed and
consumed; load balancing, energy metering, fault detections and
sending quick alerts to improve the reliability, efficiency and safety of the
grids.
WebNMS Power Grid Monitoring solution also detects grid failures or
outages, short circuits, transmission line temperature, distributed
transformer parameters and substation operations. It measures the
energy parameters and reduces downtime drastically thereby providing
uninterrupted power supply to operations that demands 24*7*365
electricity.
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Solution Capabilities
Real time information on overall performance of
base stations and distributed transformers
Precisely identify faulty feeder segment and
re-route to healthy feeders remotely
Integration with Energy metering provides
precise power info such as load, I/O voltage, I/O
current etc.
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) takes
greater control over energy costs and a more
reliable energy supply for consumers
Analyze overall energy usage pattern, critical
alerts and failures
Addresses key issues in grid security, failure in
distribution network, line losses, overloading etc.

Smart metering enables consumers to have a
track on how much energy they use and plan
their usage accordingly.
Makes the communication between consumer
and utilities easier for energy billing and
audits.
Enable operators to trace the source of energy
loss, prevent outage, improve grid reliability
and detect power theft
WebNMS bigdata analytics module helps in
making critical decisions pertaining to demand
/ supply and also helps in forecasting
Integration with renewable resources & Google
Maps

Best in Class Features
Remote monitoring
Remotely monitors large-scale power lines, hundreds of
sub-stations (switches, circuit breakers and transformers) and
other parameters under a single console.

Smart energy metering
Precise energy metering to measure power parameters & track
energy consumption head-end point for demand planning.

Fault management
Detects breakage in power lines, transformer issues & circuit
breaker flaws, power inequality, fluctuations, equipment faults,
over heating of lines and natural calamities.

Predictive maintenance
Proactive monitoring enable timely maintenance and repairs.
This enables maintenance personnel to attend the problem
before it gets major.

Escalations
Notifies immediately in case of abnormalities such as voltage or
current fluctuations, circuit breaker failures, over heating,
sub-station parameters etc.

Periodic reporting
Customizable reports on usage status, run hours and lighting
performances.

Integration capability
Solution enables integration with renewable energy generation
sources like Solar panel, windmill etc.

Geo-location
Pin points the line level status and performance indications of
power lines across various locations of a map

Mobile app
Easily accessible mobile application with user-friendly interface
enable operators to stay updated with grid performances on
the go

Business Benefits

Customer Benefits

Precise energy metering for energy
accounting

Smart metering for tracking energy
usage info

Speedy fault detection

Customer portal

Reduced downtime and OPEX

Reduction in energy bills

Reduced maintenance & man-power

Increased visibility

Customizable energy dashboards

Easy billing & energy planning

Integration with renewable sources

2-way engagement between utilities
& consumers

Related Sensors
The WebNMS Power grid
monitoring solution is a

Energy Meter

Measures energy
consumption

Usage
tracking

Fault Passage
Indicators (FPI)

Remote fault identification with
bi-directional communication

Fault
management

Temperature
sensor

Monitors the temperature of
the power lines

Predictive
maintenance

Level
sensor

Measures the coolant level of
transformer in substations

Predictive
maintenance

Security sensor

Secure the sites with smoke,
door, vibration, camera

Security and
surveillance

complete package comprising
hardware, software and
sensors.
Right from the physical
touchpoints to the user
interface the solution has it
covered, providing complete
and efficient monitoring.

Start your IoT Journey
Visit us at www.webnms.com/iot/smart-power-grid.html for more information.
Or write to us at iot-eval@webnms.com

